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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of a qualitative biomechanical analysis is to improve technique while
purpose of qualitative anatomical analysis is to determine the predominant muscular
activity during specific phase of a performance1.
Knowing the biomechanical characteristics of the elements from the football game
it may be established the degree of appropriate muscular groups in the performing of the
movement partly for each element.
In order to form new motor skills having this in mind pedagogical principles more often is
enforced need for more rational approach at their forming. Because of that, the order of the
elements which are training should be of such kind to permit more efficient transfer in the
learning process.
From the former knowledge it can be see that certain mechanisms on the central
nervous system, are responsible for the control of the motor manifestations with the same
biomechanical structure, while for motor manifestations with other biomechanical structure
are responsible other mechanisms.
From that reason it is need more rational approach at training of elements of basketball to
provide the most efficient transfer in the learning process and to have in mind the
pedagogical principles. This is equally important for the class of physical education as well
as during the training process in sports clubs.
The subject of this research is studying of the biomechanical and motor structure of
the dynamics stereotypes of elements from sports game football, which are most learned on
the class of physical education and during the training process in the sports clubs, and the
optimal learning order on the same.
Primary aim of this research is to establish the biomechanical optimality at certain
elements of football.
Concrete aims of the research are:
- to establish biomechanical similarity between the elements,
- to establish the degree of the biomechanical homogeneity of the elements,
- to establish the next biomechanical similarity,
- to establish similarity of one element with all the other,
- to establish the central roll and the meaning of the elements in the learning
process.
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METHODS
During the planning of this research we started from the object and the aims which
is from the start conditioned the variables should cover the researching area.
There were analyzed 21 elements from sport game football represented in learning
process in Macedonian basic schools as well as in the training process in the sport clubs.
The analyzed elements are: 1. passing with the internal part of the foot (PIF), 2. passing
with the external part of the foot (PEF), 3. kicking with the upper-internal part of the foot
(KUIF), 4. kicking with the upper part of the foot (KUF), 5. kicking with the upperexternal part of the foot (KUEF), 6. volley kick in sagittal plane (VKSP), 7. volley kick in
horizontal plane (VKHP), 8. kicking with the top of the foot (KTF), 9. kicking with the
heel (KH), 10. kicking with the forhead of the head (KFH), 11. kicking with crown of the
head (KCH), 12. kicking with the head in jump (KHJ), 13. leading with the upper part of
the foot (LUF), 14. receiving with the internal part of the foot (RIF), 15. receiving with the
upper part of the foot (RUF), 16. receiving with the thigh (RT), 17. receiving with the chest
(RC), 18. caching low balls with banding of the body (CLBBB), 19. catching high balls
(CHB), 20. boxing ball with the one hand (BBOH), 21. boxing ball with two hands
(BBTH).
Total were defined 82 biomechanical variables and as a starting point for further
analyses it was established initially binary matrix. The biomechanical variables are
classified in several groups. The first group of variables is intent to describing the aim of
realization on the entity it is own. The second group of variables defines the starting and
the finishing positions of all sports elements. The third group variables are intent to
describe the functional-anatomic structure and the forth group the mechanical structure of
analyzed sport elements.
The sample of the football elements is analyzed with the methods of qualitative
biomechanical analysis and the results are given in binary matrix with symbols 1 and 0,
where in horizontal are placed the elements from football and in vertical the variables2.
The received facts with the biomechanical analyses on the elements are estimated
with more mathematical operation defined with the algorithm ALPROBI. First of all is
formed starting binary matrix with basic biomechanical characteristics on the movements.
From this matrix we got symmetrical matrix on standardized measures on the
biomechanical similarity and are determined all the rest parameters for biomechanical
structure on the model.
The first parameter gives information about the coefficient on the biomechanical
similarity on the whole system. This coefficient which is standardized from 0-1 points the
degree of homogeneity of the elements.
The second parameter is intent for establishing the neighbor biomechanical
similarity on the elements. This coefficient is significant for establishing on the degree on
the optimality for the learning process.
The third parameter points on the connection of the element with all the others.
With this coefficient is established the primary meaning on certain elements in the whole
system, the central part on certain elements in the learning process.
For the purpose of the research three different theoretical models of learning were
established, presented at table 1.
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Table 1. Theoretical models of football sport elements learning order

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to results from the research at the sports game football it could be
concluded that the biggest biomechanical similarity it is found between the elements kick
with the upper part of the foot and kick with upper-external part of the foot. Some smaller
similarity is appearing between kick with upper-internal part of the foot and kick with
upper-external part of the foot which is 91%, volley kick in sagittal plane and kick with the
top of the foot which is 88%, as well as between the elements kick with the upper part of
the foot and kick with the top of the foot with 88%. Smaller biomechanical similarity it is
noticed between the elements volley kick in horizontal plain and receiving high balls
which is 10% as between volley kick in sagittal plane and receiving high balls with 10%.
Coefficient on the biomechanical similarity of all elements in all three models is
0.44. That means the elements from football have more expressive heterogeneous
biomechanical structure. From didactical aspect this fact points that in the learning process
it can not be expected effective transfer between some elements. Coefficient on the next
biomechanical similarity at the all elements given in determinate order in the first model is
0.65 in the second 0.62 while in the third 0.43. This fact says that the order of learning on

the sports elements from football according to the first model is most optimal. An upon the
strength values on the biomechanical connection of one element with all the rest in the
model, it may be concluded that central place in the learning process in sports techniques
in football have elements: kick with the top of the foot (.56), passing with the external part
of the foot (.52), kick with the upper part of the foot (.52), leading with the upper part of
the foot (.53) and volley kick in sagittal plane (.52).
Table 2. Standardized measured of the biomechanical similarity between football elements, coefficient of
strength relationship on one element with all the rest (in the main diagonal), coefficient on biomechanical
similarity on the whole system on elements (KBSWS) and the coefficient on next biomechanical similarity of
all elements (KNBSWS).

CONCLUSION
On upon the results form the biomechanical analysis of elements from the sports
game football and the coefficient received with data estimated it could be concluded that:
- Knowing the biomechanical characteristics of the elements form the football
game it may be established the degree of the involved muscles groups in the
performing of the movements partly for each element.
- The first model on the order of the training of the elements from football is the
most optimal according to the criterion on the next similarity on the group
analyzed elements. This kind of model is expected to give the most effective
transfer in the training process in sports clubs and in the classes of physical
education.
In order to confirm this optimal model is necessary to conduct experimental
research in practice.
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